RALEIGH

FUN BIKES
PLAY BIKES
ACTION BIKES
From 2 years to 10 years
RALEIGH FUN BIKES MAKE FUN SAFE!

Every child wants a bike—and every parent wants to know the bike they purchase is built with safety in mind. When you are trying to make up your mind as to which cycle is right for your child there are some important facts that you must bear in mind.

**SAFETY**

It’s reassuring to know that all models within the vast Raleigh range conform to the current British Safety Standards. Our reputation for the safety features that are ‘designed in’ to all our products means that there are no sharp edges to injure your child and no parts where little fingers could become trapped. Raleigh tricycles are designed for stability so they won’t tip over and all the parts and mouldings used are completely safe and non-toxic.

**GROWTH**

Young children grow quickly, so you need to be sure that the bike you choose will grow with your child. All of Raleigh’s two wheeler models have sufficient saddle and handlebar adjustment to allow for 4" of growth, and are built to last. Passing the bicycle on to the next child makes for economies that often are ignored at first sight.

**Design**

Over the years Raleigh have won universal acclaim with their revolutionary design solutions to simple problems. Raleigh’s years of experience in building bicycles have taught them what appeals to children. From the sturdy play-room trikes to street smart action bikes you can be sure that they will be as much fun as they look and be safe too! So whether your child is a toddler or a lively 10 year old you'll be sure to find a bicycle that’s just right in this brochure.

**Which Raleigh to choose?**

Alongside each model in this catalogue are rough age groupings so that you can see just which cycle is right for your child—but to make sure the cycle size is correct, use the inside leg measurement as a double check.

---

**The Raleigh Safety Code**

Why you should always buy a Raleigh.

With 100 years of bike designing experience—we can make sure that safety is built in—to every one of our bikes. A bike and especially a robust and safe Raleigh—offers more play value for money than almost anything else you can buy. Its attraction will never wear out—and it will take all that toddlers can dish out.

**No sharp edges**

Sharp edges are eliminated from all of our fun bikes. There’s nothing to cut or scratch young skin. They’re kind to furniture too!

**No parts to catch fingers**

Filled-in wheels or plenty of clearance eliminates the places where little fingers or feet could be jammed.

**Lead free paint**

You can be sure that all paint and other finishes are non-toxic and rigorously conform to all sections of the British Standard 5665.

**Safe mouldings**

All polymers used are inert polypropylene or polyethylene—because its tough, resilient and non-toxic.
BUGGY TRIKE
2-3 years. 12"-14" Inside Leg
Here's a trike any toddler will take to. Its big buggy wheels make for utmost safety and stability, while the big flat pedals are just right for little feet. Since learning to cycle is so much a matter of confidence-building at the early stages, we've fitted a good firm seat on this model. Once they're sitting pretty, this spill-proof trike will prepare them for the two-wheelers to come. In striking red and blue.

TIPPER TRIKE
2-3 years. 12"-14" Inside Leg
This fun trike will help a young imagination turn the nursery into a building site! And little ones will love the way that useful bucket tipper can carry anything from wooden bricks to colouring books. Tipper Trike is just what every playroom needs for really constructive fun! Finished in bright red, yellow and blue, it's the
TUFF TRIKE
3-4 years, 14"-16" Inside Leg
Let's face it, the bigger they grow, the rougher it gets. Which is why this rugged little trike sports a sturdy foot plate over the rear axle. And why we've fitted a wide front mudguard to protect from muddy splashes on rides outdoors. The whole design is safe, stable, and above all, tough. In playroom or garden, it can withstand all the hard use we know it's going to get. The finish is a bright red, blue and yellow.
DAISY TRIKE

3-5 years. 15"-18" Inside Leg

It's top of the pops with junior misses. They love the delicate pink and white finish with its Daisy decals and the pretty white basket will be so useful for taking dolly on rides. Mum and Dad have further good reasons to like this trike. For instance the adjustable saddle lets this model grow as the little girl grows; and incomparable Raleigh safety-first design means she'll always feel at home riding on Daisy.
GRASSHOPPER
3-5 years. 14"-18" Inside Leg
When boys and girls go out to play, they'll be in their element with this 'first bike' around. It's got everything to make riding a two-wheeler as easy as pie. There's a low step-over frame, rigid stabilisers, balloon tyres, and Raleigh safety features aplenty. Everything in fact to give beginners a most reassuring start. To add to the fun, we've finished this model in Blaze Blue with yellow mudguards and eye-catching Grasshopper graphics.

ROLLER
4-7 years. 17"-21" Inside Leg
A bike designed for when they're growing up in the world. And because this sort of junior model must take a lot of hard knocks, we built it to last. Young riders will find it a joy to handle, with its super-comfy saddle and reassuring front and rear brakes. These, by the way, are fitted with short levers—specially designed for little hands. Roller is a run-about that's going to see endless use—not least because that big rear bin can take almost anything. In Flame Red with chrome mudguards.

THE BIKE YOU WILL GROW WITH
POPPET
3-5 years, 14"-18" Inside Leg
Pretty as a picture is our Poppet. Shell Pink with Butterfly and Flower graphics will capture every young heart. But it's the way the bike is built that will impress you. There are strong stabilisers, chubby balloon tyres, fully enclosed chainguard, and chunky non-slip rubber pedals. There's also a non-snapchront front brake with a short pull lever for the utmost safety. Get 'em aboard this one and they'll never want to get off. Note the handy basket too, just right for dolly's shopping.

BLUEBIRD
4-7 years, 17"-21" Inside Leg
No matter how small the bike, it has a lot of work to do. Hence the large capacity rear carry bin. She'll fill this up with her favourite toys—or a "let's pretend" load of shopping. With its beautiful pastel finish, Bluebird appeals to any little girl. And that finish is tough—able to survive even the roughest games. Safety too is built into the design, particularly evident in the rounded nuts on the seats and handlebars, a feature common to all Raleigh Fun Bikes.

CHOOSE YOUR CHILD
THE WILD BUNCH

BUMPER
3-5 years. 15"-19" Inside Leg
Here's a riproaring model that's built for action, but safe and sure. Kiddies will go for the finish in a big, big way. The frame is gleaming white, adorned with brilliant yellow and blue graphics. And because Raleigh appreciate the sort of rough riding Bumper is bound to receive, we’ve added three lightweight BMX pads, to keep rider and machine in perfect order!

MAG BUMPER
3-5 years. 15"-19" Inside Leg
Mag Bumper has a bright BMX blue frame and yellow Mag wheels just what real BMXer’s want. Check out the Bumper for real style:— three lightweight BMX pads, racey high—rise handlebars with cross—brace, ground hugging chunky tyres and deep foam handlebar grips. All in all a bike to give hours of tearaway fun.
MAG BUSTER
4-7 years. 17”-21” Inside Leg
No doubt about it, the BMX age starts young—and is getting younger. Which is why Raleigh is paying special attention to models for even the tiniest BMX fan. Here’s a case in point: a knockout, eye-catching bike with those smart mag wheels. The finish: a glaring, gorgeous yellow. When they’re on to this beauty, they’ll leave their friends gasping!
APPLE
5-7 years. 18”-22” Inside Leg
If you feel she’s already fashion-conscious, put it to the test. See how she reacts to Apple! This charming little Raleigh is designed to grow as its user grows. Saddle and handlebars are adjustable to cope with three years of getting bigger. Features that go down a treat with today’s demanding miss include a large capacity rear bin for holding all the luggage she never travels without.

PRINCESS
5-7 years. 18”-22” Inside Leg
This lovely model carries the same equipment as the Apple, but has a different personality entirely. It has a romantic appeal every little girl will love. If she has an eye for style she’ll find the metallic blue finish, with its sparkling silver graphics, irresistible. And, like the Apple, she’ll have a bike that grows as she does. Raleigh have done a lot of research into finding out what young girls look for. Princess is a beautiful solution.
All Raleigh two-wheelers are adjustable for growing children and will accommodate up to four inches of growth in your child. There is something in the range to suit every child and, of course, Raleigh builds to last.

**FLEUR**

5-7 years, 18”-22” Inside Leg
Possibly the smartest bike you’ll ever see for the young ‘miss.’ The finish is Pastel Seafoam, likely to become the cycle colour of the year. But it’s not just a pretty Raleigh: it’s a highly resilient, utterly safe, superbly styled machine. The specially designed, robustly constructed wheels are great for road-holding. And the frame is complete with all the special Raleigh fun bike safety features.
Over the years Raleigh have won universal acclaim with their revolutionary design solutions to simple problems. Raleigh's years of experience have taught them what appeals to children and you can be sure that they will be as much fun as they look—and be safe too.
BIANCA
7-10 years. 21½"-25½" Inside Leg
At this age the height of fashion is the height of fun. So Bianca is a real good-
looker, finished in breathtaking Sparkling Heather. For girls with a lot of
gadding about to do, we’ve provided a host of top-class features—many with
safety in mind. Note the co-ordinating check fabric bag, comfortable padded
saddle, the wrap-around chainguard, the rounded brake levers and the
steering stop, There’s also a choice of single or 3-speed Sturmey Archer gear.

BLUEBELL
7-10 years. 21½"-25½" Inside Leg
The Raleigh for when they’re that little bit older. Bluebell is
a true street runabout—with bags of eyecatching style. The
finish is a warm white highlighted with unique Bluebell
graphics. We’ve fitted an integral 3-speed gear for easy
uphill and down dale riding. The simple, straightforward
design of this model will have special appeal to trend-setting
youngsters. A single speed version is also available.
RMX 16
4-7 years. 17½"-22"
A rugged addition to the Raleigh Action Bike range. The RMX 16 is a great value for money BMX look-alike, just right for the young BMX'er not yet big enough to ride the full size 20" BMX. As usual Raleigh have built in safety, with junior size brake levers, a plastic chainwheel disc, a full set of lightweight race pads and Raincheck® brake blocks for safe stopping in the wet.

RMX 16 MAG
4-7 years. 17½"-22"
Everything that the standard RMX 16 is but with one important addition – Mag wheels. Just what all kids want for the street, great fashion appeal and the practicality of modern styling plus the strength needed for tough street use. The new chainguard makes the RMX 16 Mag one of the best looking budget 16" BMX bikes around.
MINI MAG BURNER
5-8 years. 19 1/2" - 23 1/2"
Track star or street cruiser—the Mini Mag is both—a sparkling little number finished in white, a really cool colour for the fashion conscious young BMX'er. The addition of the Mag wheels will make all young hopefuls drool over the style, but when they look at the specification they will really be knocked out. One piece crank, full ball bearing bottom bracket, four bolt alloy stem, plastic platform pedals and full set of lightweight race pads. The new Raleigh Mag wheels give extra strength providing more safety for adventurous riders.

MINI BURNER
5-8 years. 19 1/2" - 23 1/2"
The Mini Burner can do anything and go anywhere a full size 20" BMX bike can. This track approved racer for the young and aspiring BMX star is complete with 28 spoke 16" wheels, ultra strong one piece crank, full ball bearing bottom bracket, four bolt alloy stem, plastic platform pedals, a full set of lightweight race pads and of course oval competition section carbo spec 23 tubing.
PACER 16
7-9 years.
22"-25" Inside Leg
Every boy wants a racing bike—even the very young. Raleigh build racing bikes from 16" size upwards. The average 7 year old will love the Pacer 16—it's just like Dads' racer. Racing bars, 5 speed derailleur gear, racing saddle, brake lever extensions, foam grips—it's a real racing bike but smaller. 20" wheels and sporty Flame Red Finish.

PACER 18
9+ years. 26"-29" Inside Leg
All the racing features of the Pacer 16 but with an 18" frame size and 24" wheels.

This catalogue is one of a set of 6 available free from your Raleigh dealer.

Our policy of continual improvement means that product specification and appearance may be changed while this catalogue is still in use.

All the bicycles shown in this catalogue are available from your RALEIGH DEALER.